
 

EVERYDAY MAGIC KIT (Gimmicks and online Instructions)
by Julio Montoro 

Are you looking for the best magic for your social media? This is your new 
Everyday Magic Kit!

Julio Montoro is well known for posting amazing visual videos on his social
media. Now he is releasing his versions of some of his most famous effects from
his Instagram and TikTok. You will receive 6 amazing effects that will allow you to
have a lot of new content for your followers.

You will receive:

Flash Money: A receipt changes into a bill in the most visual way you can
imagine. The best part? You don't have to cover anything, just shake your receipt
and the magic happens!

McHurry: A McDonalds coke changes visually into a McFlurry! It looks like a
camera trick!

Share the Candy: A best seller in all the lectures by Julio Montoro. You show a
big Skittles pack and, with a move, it separated into two little packets that you
can share with your friends!

Toothpaste: Make the toothpaste appear on your toothbrush in the most magical
way you can imagine!

Zoom: When Julio posted this on his Instagram a lot of people asked him where
can they learn it! Now you can! Change the size of a card in an amazing and
visual way!

Cherry Passion: Who doesn't like to do a fresh trick in the perfect moment? You
can change the colour of a condom in an amazing way! But not only one time...
You can do it with more than one condom!

With the purchase of this kit you will get a box with all the materials you need to
do all these effects specially designed for social media. Wait... do you want to
know the good news? You can also perform them in real live situations!
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This is the Everyday Magic Kit by Julio Montoro!
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